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FOREWORD

The design concepts reported herein were developed by Henry W.
Seeler, M .E., Chief, Design and Fabrication Branchl of the Biotech-
nology Division,* Biomedical Laboratory. The work was perfot-med
in support of 6S70th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories
ProJect No. 6373, "Equipment for Life Support in Aerospace,"
Task No. 637305. "Analysis and Integration of Life Support Systems."
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AbSTRACT

A concept for a complete emergency life sustaining system for use
during failure of the normal pressurization system in a spacecrafL
is advanced. The system includes four components: (1) an astro-
nauts uniform with a built-in mechanical pressurization .stem,
(2) a pressure-b.-dathing demand-regulator, (3) an automatically
actuated system of solid chemical oxygen candles, and (4) a one-
man compression tube. This system has been partially fabricated

and appears worthy of further development.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This technical documentary report is approved.

M.QUAM K
6t USAF, MC

Chief. Bioaedical Labomtoty
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Figm, 3.Ar'ta C.mevPt Of tb. VeugeMCV Life Smataimialt
Syates for spaeera
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EMERGOICY LIFE SUSTAING SYS'EM FOR PACECRAFT

Henry W. Seeler, M.E.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents a concept for a complete emergency life sustaining.
system for use during failure of the normal pressurization system in a spacecraft.
The emergency system would operate automatically if the life support system were
to fail, e.g., as the result of cabin structural damage. The emergency system
would be completely separate from the main life support system and would make
reentry of the earth's atmosphere possible.

The artist's conceptior, figure 1, shows the four major parts of the eu'trgency
life support system. Other life support equipment and instruments necessary for
normal space flight are not shown. The first component of the system is the
astronaut's uniform with a built-in mechanical pressurization system. The helmet
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or hooc of the uniform normally would ne worn folded around the neck like a collar.
Upon cabin decompressin: the hood would inflate and automatically enclose the
head. The uniform has been conceivd dS a compromise between the tu: presiu;,o
suit and t'e "shirtsleeves" idea. To require the astronaut to wear a full pressure
suit for p.-otection during an entire mission lasting for days or weeks wluld place a
great dema id upon his ability and strength. Conversely, while traveling on space
missions in shirt-leeve'- may sound fascinating, what would occur in case of sudden
decompression? Although Lie shirtbleeve space mission may eventually become a
reality after we gain more knowledg of outer space, a safer, more conscr-ative
approLch must be made in the meantime. The second part of the system is a
pressure-oreathing demand-regulator with a built-in forced breathing device. In
event of physical weakness of the astronaut, the regulator w-uld control his
br, athing as long as oxygen is availab L. The third component is an automatically
actuated system of solid chemical oxygen candles. These are co.mmercially
available chlorate candle oxygen generators that have an indefinite shelf-life
(ref. 1). Since this system is not under pressure until it is used, oxygen cannot
leak from porous pipes or faulty connections. The fourth emergenc., item is the
one-man compression tube. During normal light, this tube could be used as a
toilet, but after or during decompression of the spacecraft, it can be used for
multiple compressions. Its uses include an area where the astronaut can change
from his unitorm Into a full pressure suit, a toilet, a place to rest without the
burden of a full pressure suit, and possibly as an airlock.

DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE FOUR EMERGENCY ITEMS

The Uniform and Helret

The basic idea for the proposed astronaut's suit was taken from the partial
pressure suit, MC-4, (ref. 2), (xcept that the astronaut's suit Ms re capstans
and is tailored more like a uniform. The capstans were omitted bcau3e of the
possibility of leakage and loss of irreplaceable oxygen. In addition, for a stylish
looking uniform the capstans would be out of place. Pressure is evenly applied
against most areas of the body by pulling mechanic-ily on self-ad)ustlig lacings.
subdividea around the torso, arms, and legs. A preliminary design of the suit and
details of the jWessurizati.n lacings are shown In figure 2. The !acings glide throug
ball-bearing-based rollers having as little friction as possible. The pull action
of the lacings is altitude- or cabin-pressure controlled and is actuated by spings.
or other means of tension, located in housings on the uniform. The uniform material
must be Inelastic in the transverse plane. e.g. . around the leg. rhe first handmado
rodel of the leg lacings with ball-bearlng-based rollrs is ..hwu. Ia figure J. On
tne left. the model is shJwn without tension, and on the right. *;,0- the lacl. is
pulled tight. This model has proved the feasibility of the basic Ide bi Is, of
course. open for improvements.

2
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Figure' 2 Astronaut's ujaiform and Details/ Showing Mode of Mechanical Pres-
surization

F~igure 3 .5

lrototype of Mechanilcal LacinFlp4

The model on the left is shown
wjthouat tensioh. and on the

right, with th' jacings tightened.
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M1chanical pressurization of ai. parts of the body not fully protected by the
suit tension-depressions of the armr, legs, etc.-is provided by specially
shaped foam rubber with d1osed celi or closed bags with foam rubber inr'frts for
volume control. This method has bee:. used successfully in oxygen masK tension
rlsvire' (ref. 3) as shown in figure 4. In the oxygen mask, pads are inserted
between the occipital area of the pilot's head and helmet where the decreasing
ambient air pressure allows the trapped air in the cells to expand, thus increasing
mask tension (figure 5). To maintain efficient ventilation between tho suit inserts
and the body, the inserts should be placed between the outer uniform material and
the lining. The lining must be fabricated from porous material in order to
ventilate the man without special v ,tilating equipment.

- N

' , I
/

Fihre 4. kiask-Harokesa Teusioa CAmpossati# Device

The astronaut's head will be pressurized by an Inflatable helmet. Normally
this helmet would be worn folded around the neck. In event qt de..vpiession, pro-
iormed tubes In the helmet would inflate and enclose the head. Tha flexible lenses
would be closed with a leakproof zipper. For safety reasons, ( pi essure-sens.,ive
zipper Is planned to eliminate the manual operation. figure 6 showt a prototype of
the pressure hood.

4
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Figure 5. Cross-Section Through Arm

Illustrating Principle
o~f Prcssure Protection

C for Depressed Arcas of
the Body

ALTITUDE ACTUATED EXPANSION
MATERIAL ( POROUS)

Inflate Not Infaed)] ~

risue 6. Prototype of the Inflatable Iatume

The svbjeet so the left is she. veering the hood
aiufaIaed6 on the right. jisuad00
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Combined Pressure-Breathing Demand ar.? InLeiinittent-Forced Brcethin
and Pressure Suit Oxygen Rculator

For maximum use ot oxygen during an emergency reentry, a special oxygen
regulator must be designed for use with the combined uniform/pressure suit. It
should be a pressure-breathing demand-regulator with counterpressure balance to
the torso bladder. It should deliver sufficient pressure, connect to all suit bladders,
and, possibly, should be designed to connect with the full pressu.-e suit, A/P
22 S-2. It should also change automatically from pressure-demand to forced,
automatically controlled, intermittent positive pressure-with counterpressure balance
to the torso bladders if the astronaut's breathing should fail. This means that
during inhalation, less pressure would be applied on the torso bladder than in the
helmet; during exhalation, vice versa. Further, the regulator should control the
breathing demand for either normal or accidental conditions, as well as the compen-
sated pressure for the uniform/pressure suit bladders. It should work with both
open and closed-circuit demand-breathing systems.

Emergency Chlorate Oxvaen Generating System

The emergency oxygen generating system must be wholly independent of any
life support syteu planned for use within the pressurized spacecraft. This is
especially true, since all conventional systems are designed to operate while the
cabin is pressurized and would be insufficient or would not operate in case of cabin
decompression. Upon decompression, the chlorate candle Installation would
immediately start generating oxygen automatically.

Figure 7 is a diagram of the emergency oxygen system. The decompressed
cabin pressure is sensed through the tube opening (a), the tube (b), and the sensor
or Igniter mechanism (c). Here, the first chlorate candle (d) with a large diameter
for fast reaction will regenera:e oxygen afttir ignition by the firing mechanism.
Oxygen pressure will build up and flow through the tube (e), the check valve ().
into the line system (g), to the oxygen regulator (h). The two-way pressure control
valve (I) prevents oxygen from flowing into the storage cylinder (1) befor, approxi-
mately 60 psi is built up witnin the line system. Sixty psi pressure should be
developed to be fed into the pressure breathing- and suit-bladder regulator. After
the pressure builds up to 60 psi, the additional oxygen may flow into the storage
cylinder for further use. Simultaneously with the pressure build-up in the line
system, the oxygen pressure will flow to the ignition or firing valve (k) on top of
the next chemical oxygen candle (s) and preload it for the next lgnition. This will
occur as soon as the oxygen pressure within the system is used up to a predeter-
mined lower pressure value. After the second candle Is lgnited by the valve (k).
oxygen will generate and flow through the check valve (1) and the pressure within
the system will build up again and simultaneously preload the next iqnition valve (n)
by flowing through the tube tim). The cycle may be repeated and repeated until all
candles, whkch may be numerous, are used up. By adding more, or eochanginy
used oxygen candies during flight, the oxyger generation can be prolonged.

6
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Figure 7. Emergency C'hlorate Oxygen Candle Syatem
(Pneumatically Controlled)

In addition to pressure-controlled ignition valves, the oxygen candles M,11lri

also be ignited electrically or by a cumbinetion of both. For bafety reasons.

electrical iqnition. alone is not recommended for use in a space vehicle.

Emercency Compresslon Tube

A small one-man compression tube is proposed for long range spacecraft

(figure 8). During normal operation, this tube could be used as a toilet. After

cabin decompression, it could be pressurized repeatedly and used for the same

purpose. In addition, the astronaut could use it while changing or removing his

uniform and donning a full pressure suit.

in an emergency, the astronaut would enter the oompression tube (x) through the

opening (a) connect his helmet tube to one of the chlorate oxygen vandles (e) and
then push the firing button (d) of the same randle. He would then close the sliding
door (b) from Inside the compression tube. in the meantime, oxygen would generate
and pressure develop to 5 psi by means of one fast acting oxygen generation cand'
within the candle housing (e) to oressurize the helmet or hood of the astronaut's

combination uniform/pressure suit. Rapidly rising prepsure, exceeding S psi,
would flow through the 5 psi adjusted relief valve (r) Into the comprespion tube x)

and build up S psi pressure within the compression tube In 4-S mi.,tes. Afte:
equalization of the pressu a wi'hln the helmet and compression toto. the astroraut
coulcl remove his suit. use the rest facilities. put on a full pressure suit, etc.
Each single used chlorate candle within the battery (e) could be exchanged ior a new
oae by tnyu Itha bayunet candle holder (f) a quarter to the lelt. taking out the used
tandle. and outtinq in a new one. rch t-andio wremid te independent from the othcr:.

i*
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F'igure A. One-Moen Copreaia Tube

One part of the compression tube, fox insitnce. below the floor (g.could be

fillied with a carbon dioxide ab)sorbent agent (h;). or even better, with an agent such
as potassium superoxide, which absorbs carbon dioxide and releases oxgen.

When the main compression tube door is closed. a =411aL compartment door (I) opens
~sim~ultaneousy Into the carbon dioxde absorption chamber (h). The rew'.re occurs

,-hen the main door is reopened. Exposure of carbon dioxide absorption mterial
can. of oou:3c. be accomplished by other means.

So that he astronaut's movement In the tube would not be resprictd. the

space toilet (k) could be lowered and pushed into a compartment (1) of the tube, and
i the compartment cosJ by a sliding door (m). A storage chamber (n) could be used

for storing a full pressure suit. etc. A smll bttery-powered bulb (o). which could
I be turned on automatically as the astronaut enters the tube would supply enough

light for changing suits, etc.

The one-man compresion tube could also be designa. .ot use as an airloTub

for leaving and entering the spacecra while in space. As previously dgudribel.

each compression could be accomplished wh one ahemrical oxyen canoo i The

same action would be attaineed an pused d asnt a airiock withoe sturbng

the interior aife su ort pressure system. The airlock could ccommmo ,i a
l.tre natmtclya h srnu nestetb ol upyeog

lihio hnin utec

ih n-a ope~ntb ol lob eine o s sa ilv
fi evn n etrn h pcerf hl n pc.A rvoil ~'lel

eahcopesincol e comlsedwt oecteialoygncni h
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3econd door for leaving and enteriri; the ship or the whole unit could utilize one
door and be turned approximately b. degrees between entering the tube -nd leaving
the spacecraft or vice versa. This .ube ib only in the initial design Stage and may
be modified to include many inue functions or used as a solution for othcr problemns.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The proposed independent four-part emergency life sustaining systcm for
spacecraft consists of (1) an astronaut's uniform with a built-in pressure protective
system; (2) a controlled pressure breathing rescue regulator; (3) a separate chlorate
oxygen generating systemn; and (4) a one-i.an combined compression tube and air-
lock. This system has been designed, partially tabricated, and appears worthy of
further development.
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